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Epochs and Hype Cycles

We began the discussion about the educa-
tional benefits to the general public of a stan-
dard AI Cosmology in Volume 4 Issue 2 of “AI
Matters”. But the mere notion of such a stan-
dard immediately raises lots of questions. In
this column, we only focus on a very narrow
set of those questions: First and foremost:
Is there an AI Cosmology? If in fact the no-
tion of cosmology applies to AI, is there only
one valid AI Cosmology or are there compet-
ing valid cosmologies? If there is only one
valid cosmology, what is its structure? How far
can we take an AI Cosmology analogy? Like
our Universe, did AI have the equivalent of a
Big Bang? Is the field or structure of AI ex-
panding or contracting? In an interview with
Nikola Danaylov, podcaster of Singularity.FM,
the late Marvin Minsky1, one of the early AI
pioneers, suggested that the evolution of AI in
the 21st century maybe be contracting or even
stalled! We posit that an AI Cosmology would
help to educate the general public about our
research and work, and its impact on society.
Internally, it would help us to fix the objects,
structure, and dynamics of the field. A stan-
dard cosmological model would help us all dis-
tinguish spurious AI mythos, pseudo science,
hype, and fake news from the genuine arti-
cle. A true cosmology of Artificial Intelligence
would help us fix its origins, understand its tra-
jectory, and predict its fate.

We are currently at the beginning of what we
could consider the epoch of Machine Learn-
ing. Of course how the field will ultimately
measure the epochs of AI remains an open
question. But dividing the history of AI into
epochs might help us better understand the
cosmology of AI a little better. For instance,
we could say that before the epoch of Machine
Learning was the epoch of Expert Systems,
and prior to that, the epochs of Cybernetics
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1https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=

3PdxQbOvAlI

and Mathematical Logic Machines. We could
ask ourselves what causes one AI epoch to
start and another to end? We might look at an
AI epoch from the points of view of (research,
investment, utilization) funding, media, indus-
try, and social impact. For critical or perhaps
even cynical purposes, we might ask how or
if AI epochs correspond or correlate to tech-
nology hype cycles. Figure 1 shows how a
generic tech hype cycle curve.

Figure 1: A Generic Tech Hype Curve.

Notice that a hype cycle reaches a peak where
expectations are unrealistically high, the pub-
lic is at its height of misinformation, and claims
of technologys applications are inflated. Fol-
lowing the curve in Figure 1 is the realiza-
tion that the inflated claims are not coming
true, funding and investment decreases, and
then the public becomes disillusioned. Is it
the case that AI epochs happen to coincide
with AI hype cycles? Are AI hype cycles typi-
cally components of epochs? Are they one in
the same? One of our current interests with
respect to the general public’s vulnerability to
AI hype cycles, how much do technical termi-
nology misnomers, misconstrued AI concepts,
and ill-defined AI vocabulary contribute? In
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Figure 2, we show our first rough draft of AIs
Epochs we’ve discussed so far.

Figure 2: Rough Draft of AI’s Epochs.

In Figure 2, each AI epoch has a timeline and
within each epoch, there has been a hype cy-
cle. For now we conjecture that hype cycles
and epochs are not the same. Epochs start
prior to the hype cycle and continues after the
hype cycle is over.

Machine Learning and Back to
Cybernetics

We are in the Machine Learning epoch. In AI
Matters Volume 4 Issue 2, we talked about
the age of Expert Systems. But before AI
manifested itself in the form of Expert Sys-
tems, Cybernetics represented the promise of
Artificial Intelligence. In June 1975, our own
SIGART Newsletter No. 52 contained an arti-
cle by Edward M. Riseman entitled “AAI AND
BRAIN THEORY AT THE UNIV. OF MAS-
SACHUSETTS”. Riseman defines Cybernet-
ics accordingly:

At the University of Massachusetts at
Amherst, we use the name to describe
the study of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and
Brain Theory (BT). At the University of
Massachusetts in 1975, the Computer Sci-
ence and Information Science Program was
roughly divided into three major areas: Com-
puter Systems, Theory of Computation and
Cybernetics.

In Riseman’s SIGART article, he describes
the 1974-1975 graduate courses in the Fun-
damentals of Cybernetics as including:

• Computational Cybernetics
• Artificial Intelligence
• Neurocybernetics of the Cerebral Cortex

• Scene analysis
• Natural vs. Artificial Intelligence
• Theorem Proving
• Implementing A Question-Answering sys-

tems

AI Magazine Volume 3 Number 1 (1982) re-
ports that AI and Brain Theory at UMASS was
still intermingling the notions of AI and Cyber-
netics.

Our program in AI is part of the larger depart-
mental focal area of Cybernetics which inte-
grates both AI and Brain Theory (BT). Our re-
search also draws upon a new and expanding
interdepartmental program in Cognitive Sci-
ence that brings together researchers in Cy-
bernetics, Linguistics, Philosophy, and Psy-
chology.

The same fervor that Pop Culture now has
for Machine learning was once had for Expert
Systems. Prior to Expert Systems, feedback
communication and control in animals and
machines was all the craze and we were in the
epoch of Cybernetics. It was just like the par-
allels between the AI/Machine Learning and
the AI/Expert System explosions. Cybernet-
ics was the talk of the town complete with sci-
entific breakthroughs, industrial innovations,
massive social change and a strong dose
of Cyber-Techno-Hype. In 1969, Georges
Boulanger, the president of the International
Association of Cybernetics noted that “To the
general public cybernetics conjures up visions
of some fantastic world of the future peopled
by robots and electronic brains” (Boulanger,
1969). Cybernetics represented the embod-
iment, incarnation, goals, aspirations, and
funding targets of some of the same subject
matter that is reserved for AI/Machine Learn-
ing. Cybernetics was a staple of science fic-
tion and a fad among artists, musicians, and
intellectuals in the 1950s and 1960s. These
facts are well documented in Ronald Kline’s
2015 tour de force book “The Cybernetics Mo-
ment” (Kline, 2015) where he painstakingly
captures the history of Cybernetics, Informa-
tion Theory, and the early AI Ethos. Upon a
close reading of Kline’s “The Cybernetics Mo-
ment”, one can almost see how the Artificial
Intelligence baton would eventually pass from
Cybernetics to Expert Systems.

The intersection between the actual artifacts
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of AI research and the general publics un-
derstanding and expectations with regard to
those artifacts can be perilous. It appears
that this has been the case for each of the
AI epochs! As AI researchers, educators,
and practitioners, we have an obligation to
minimize (as best we can) the misconstruc-
tions, misunderstandings, and misrepresenta-
tions of our work and our field. At Ctest Lab-
oratories, we are positing the notion of de-
vising a “Standard Model” for an AI Cosmol-
ogy that would standardize the structure, tax-
onomy, and ontology in a form that is suit-
able for consumption by early college STEM
programs, high schools, and the general pub-
lic. The moniker AI remains for much of the
general public a reference to vague, ambigu-
ous, futuristic, even threatening subject mat-
ter. This was also the case for the moniker
Cybernetics. But after all what is cybernetics?
Or rather what is it not, for paradoxically the
more people talk about cybernetics the less
they seem to agree on a definition, George
Boulanger 1969 (Boulanger, 1969).

In this column, we would like to instigate a
conversation with our fellow SIGAI members
on this notion of a standard model for AIs Cos-
mology. So far we’ve offered conjectured no-
tions of standardized epochs of AI, AI Hype
Cycles, standard AI taxonomies, and a stan-
dard AI domain ontology as a starting point.
What do we really mean by “Artificial Intel-
ligence”? If the evolution of Artificial Intelli-
gence can be divided into epochs, where are
we now, and what was the first one? Can
we understand the evolution of Artificial Intelli-
gence, its technologies and applications in the
context of a AI cosmological standard model?
If we can construct an AI cosmological stan-
dard model, can we represent it in way that is
suitable for consumption by the general pub-
lic? If the epoch of Cybernetics preceded the
epoch of Expert Systems, was there an AI
epoch that preceded Cybernetics? We’ll try
to fill in more of the timeline in the next article.
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